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Inequality & conflict

Peru’s Revolution from Above

Poverty in LA







WHY DOES INEQUALITY MATTER?

Links to violence and 
unrest

Tensions with 
democratic rule

Normatively bad/unfair



In the 20th century there 
were armed insurgencies 

all over Latin America

Shining Path in Peru

Tupamaros in Uruguay

Monotoneros in Argentina

ELN, FARC in Colombia



Most of these were rural 
insurgencies

Some brief (Montoneros ~ 
5 years or so)

Some very long (FARC ~ 60 
years)

Huge costs in terms of 
human life and economic 

destruction



CLASS ACTIVITY

Why wage war?

Revolutionary Armed Forces 
of Colombia (FARC)

The Zapatista Army of 
National Liberation (Chiapas, 

Mexico)



Vertical inequality Horizontal inequality

Rich vs. poor, peasant vs. 
landlord

Group vs. group, 
discrimination/domination

Conflicts in Latin America Conflicts in Africa,  
Middle East

FARC in Colombia Zapatistas in Mexico



Strong association between certain 
kinds of inequality and armed conflict

Inequality produces grievances

Armed conflict as struggle over 
resources



Rural inequality = highly unequal ownership of land 
(key to production)

Latifundios: large farms, 500+ hectares 
Minifundios: small farms, one family



In rural areas, economic relations are sometimes 
semi-feudal

Deep into 20th century, many LA countries still 
had forced/indentured labor, sharecropping



Landholders have paternalistic relations with 
peasants



Sentiment that rural elite have 
monopoly on land, live like royalty

Indignity, anger, fuels violence



Not just “resentment” of elites but 
also sense that land inequality 

contributes to poverty

Puzzling: Econ theory predicts large 
landholding is most efficient way to 

do agriculture

Fixed capital best utilized in large 
farms (e.g., tractor)



Why then are latifundios inefficient?

Rural elites don’t buy land to produce 
as much agricultural output as possible

Land as a luxury good

Land as investment/speculation

Land as tax haven/money laundering







Multitudes with no land + large, 
empty farms = land invasions



Armed groups would offer 
protection, encourage land 

invasions

Even today, peasants build homes, 
subsistence farm, try to appeal to 

state for squatter rights

Lots of early violence related to 
land conflicts, land invasions



Today, most of LA has a “piecemeal” 
approach to land issues

Access to land is still very low for the 
poor, and land invasions continue

Reforms: “socially unproductive” 
land open for expropriation

Appeases landless, pressures elites 
to use land productively



MST tries to identify weakly 
guarded/easily invaded land

Secretly plan, coordinate 
resources large group to invade

Landowners will try to repel 
invasion with police/private 

militias

If successful, peasants may win 
control of land ~1.5 million members  

“Occupy, Resist, and Produce”



LAND INVASIONS IN BRAZIL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y08RkPaN8RU


This outcome is…not great

Invasions can become violent

Discourages investment, 
encourages “gaming" system



Your country is highly dependent on 
agriculture, large farms are inefficient, and 

cause all this unrest…

Why not break up farms, pay off elites, and 
distribute into more efficient medium-sized 

farms?

Close ties between rural elites and military



Military historically sides with elites 
in labor struggles

In some cases resulting in 
massacres, e.g., Colombia’s 

infamous “banana massacre”



Military tend to support elite 
against demands “from below”

Especially true in highly unequal 
countries, where elites have lots to 

lose



This is the situation Peru is in 
during 1960s

Lots of rural unrest, demand for 
reform, organized land invasions

Emergence of rural insurgencies



But something strange happens

1968, General Velasco and others 
coup and rule Peru till 1980 

Break up and redistribute 45% of 
land, abolition of serf-like 

arrangements, nationalize industries

Aim to “break the back” of Peruvian 
rural elites



This is surprising: autocratic leaders 
often protect/depend on elites (Boix, 

2003)

Why did the military turn on the 
elites?





Motives for betrayal

Ideology (leftist/revolutionary 
ideology in military, ties to USSR)

“Father of the poor” strategy (court 
the poor, easy to please)

Gain trust of military by 
expropriating elites



Who is the “launching organization” 
for Velasco?

The military, who fear betrayal from 
Velasco

Velasco risks coup from military, or 
from popular insurgencies

In general, autocrats need support of 
powerful groups to survive



Why would expropriating powerful 
elites help Velasco survive?

Weaken a potential rival

By eliminating elites, Velasco more dependent on 
military, costly signal that he will rely on them to survive

Use resources to buy off segments of poor 
most likely to challenge him if left out





COLD-BLOODED



But how do we know the military’s 
motives in expropriating?

Ideology (leftist/revolutionary 
ideology in military, ties to USSR)

“Father of the poor” strategy 
(court the poor, easy to please)

Gain trust of military by 
expropriating elites

Velasco anti-communist, 
variety of beliefs, rural poor 

got less redistribution

Rural poor got less 
redistribution

Expropriated largest 
landholders, gave to 

middle-poor



Lots of other (military) 
dictators in LA expropriated 

elites, and tended to live 
longer as a result



RESULT

Unlikely source of reform:

“Power-hungry” military 
maneuvering to stay in 

power

Elites can be vulnerable to 
expropriation from dictators



This experience shows why elites in 
highly unequal countries might 

support democratization



Elites have good reason to fear 
democratic rule

If policy reflects will of the majority 
and the majority are poor…

why don’t poor vote to take away 
elites’ stuff?



This is part of why we think elites 
sometimes allow or encourage 

democratic transitions

Better moderate, consistent, game-
able redistribution under liberal 

democracy 

Than a (unpredictable) dictator 
taking everything



The face of poverty in LA



We often think about poverty as binary

People are either poor or not poor

This influences how we think about and design 
poverty-alleviation policy



EITC: “the single most effective program 
targeted at reducing poverty for working-

age households.”

But measure of effectiveness based on 
(arbitrary) poverty threshold (~24k/family) 

In some ways, binary thinking can distort 
policy toward narrow goals

Family goes from 18k to 40k counts same 
as 23k to 24k



The truth is poverty has a lot of gradation 
and is also dynamic

Poverty looks very different across and 
within countries

Many people move in and out of poverty 
multiple times in their lives 



LA made lots of improvements in 21st century



Combination of rising commodity prices

And big social programs





The chronically poor in LA are:

Largely rural Self-employed

Larger householdsLess education

Moderate poor, vulnerable, and 
middle class: 

Urban Slightly more 
formal workMore education



But many who are not poor 
experience poverty in their lives

1 in 7 middle-class people experience 
poverty at least once (2003 - 2013)

What would you guess are key factors pushing 
people into poverty?



Health emergencies push people into 
poverty all over the world

Direct = costs of care 
Indirect = loss of working family member



No insurance, low/no savings



Poverty = Frequent downward “tugs” + 
Restricted upward mobility

Downward tugs

Illness, death Customary practices

Crop failure, enviro. 
disasters



In rural areas, practices like expensive 
funerals or land divisions following death can 

exacerbate negative events

Keep in mind we all do stuff like this



Natural disasters hit areas with weak 
infrastructure worse



Poor devise clever ways of 
guarding against these kinds of 

unexpected negative events

Peasants collectives = everyone 
pitches in, makes small loans

Too poor/risky for traditional 
insurance/credit



Big emphasis on diversifying 
income sources



What are the biggest impediments to upward 
mobility?

Education, skills = human capital

Access to public services

Networks and information



Big improvements in literacy but other lags



Turns out having an education not a guarantee 
to success

Location and parent’s education are often 
stronger predictors of mobility in developing 

world

Why might this be?

Part of answer is they define access to 
networks of information and opportunity



Forget binary thinking;  
poverty is on a continuum

Long-term perspective for extreme poor given low 
mobility

Means testing may be too black/white for urban 
poor who move in/out of poverty

Education alone is not the answer in rural areas

Middle-class drops into poverty —> social safety 
net relevant for non-poor

TAKEAWAYS


